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Abstract

mathematical relationship of image features [8].
However, the observability and sensitivity of image
features as well as the controllability and stability of a
robot manipulator should be exposed to the front of
reliable image-based control. Thus, some measures to
evaluate
the performance
of visual
servoing
are
introduced by using singular values of image Jacobian
matrix [9][ 10][ 11][ 12]. In [9], feature points are selected
in such a way that condition number of the image
Jacobian matrix is computed as small as possible to
improve not only the observability of image features but
also the controllability
and sensitivity
of the robot
manipulator. Hashimoto and Noritsugu selected image
features whose minimum singular value becomes large to
improve the control sensitivity of image-based control
[10]. Sharma and Huchinson adopted the product of
singular values of image Jacobian matrix as a measure of
manipulability
in [11] while a visual resolvability
ellipsoid is used for representing the ability of a vision
sensor to resolve object positions and orientations [12].
The ellipsoid is generated by using singular values of
image Jacobian matrix and eigenvectors of the product of
the transpose of image Jacobian matrix and itself. The
introduced performance measures were used for selecting
image feature sets or changing the location and structure
of visual sensors in order to enhance control performance
of visual servoing.
In this paper, a novel visual servoing approach is
proposed to improve control performance
by using
disturbance observer and by using only block diagonal
part of image Jacobian matrix when the image feature
Jacobian matrix can be described by a block triangular
matrix. For this, it is shown that the minimum (maximum)
singular value of the image Jacobian matrix increases
(decreases)
and thus its condition number becomes
smaller than that of block triangular image Jacobian
matrix. An upper block triangular image Jacobian matrix
is proposed by using vanishing points invariant to the
positions of image features [13]. The disturbance observer
[14][15] is used for the compensation of errors due to

To improve the visual servoing performance, several
strategies have been proposed by using redundant feature
points, by using a point with dfferent height, and by a
weighted selection of image features. The performance of
these visual servoing methods depends on the configuration between the camera and objects. And redundant
feature points require much computational e~orts.
This paper proposes a visual setvoing method based
on disturbance observec which compensates the effect of
the off-diagonal component of image feature Jacobian to
be nzdl. The performance indices such as measurement
sensitivity of visual features, sensitivi~ of the controi to
noise, and controllability are improved when an image
feature Jacobian is given as a block diagonal matrix. The
proposed approach is applied to PUMA 560 and Samsung
FARAMAN 6-axis industrial robot manipulator successfulijz

1. Introduction
There has been a growing interest on visual servoing
since there are a lot of robotic applications if a robot
manipulator can be controlled using visual information
like human being [1][2][3]. The visual servoing is
classified into either position-based control [4] or imagebased control. The image-based control has received
much attention
since there is no need for threedimensional reconstruction of visual information ancl one
can reduce unavoidable errors, which are resulted from
sensor modeling and camera calibration, by feedback
control. The concept of image Jacobian was introduced by
Weiss [5] in order to define a relationship
between
differential changes in robot joints and image feature
variations for implementing image-based control. And,
several schemes have been proposed to find the image
Jacobian by using linear and angular velocity of a rigid
target object [6], by learning based on a neural net using
titzzy membership function [7], or by differentiating a
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canceling the off-diagonal part of the block triangular
image Jacobian matrix, and for the rejection of external
disturbances.
The proposed
approach
is applied to
PUMA560 and Samsung FARAMAN 6-axis industrial
robot manipulator successfully.
This paper is organized as follows; section 2 includes
a mathematical proof of the fact that characteristics of
singular values are improved when a block-diagonal
matrix is used. The image Jacobian
matrix using
vanishing points is proposed in section 3. A new visual
servoing control law using disturbance observer and block
diagonal image Jacobian is described in section 4 while
and experimental
computer simulation for PUMA560
results for Samsung FARAMAN robot is shown in section
5. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 6.
2.

minimum
singular value is used as a measure of
insensitivity of image features relative to robot motions. It
becomes easier to obtain reliable image features as the
measure becomes larger.
The above performance measures are here shown to
be improved when an image Jacobian is expressed as a
block triangular matrix by the following theorem;
(Theorem 1)
Let A and C(A) be a block triangular matrix and a block
diagonal matrix given by

‘=[:’
::1’
C(A)=[$
:21”
‘6)
Then,

Performance measures for visual servoing

and

0 ~ay~.(A)< oma&A,

(7)

>
Omin* .
–

(8)

Omin, (’(A)

proo~
The block diagonal matrix C(A) can be written as

Condition number and the minimum singular value
has been used for performance
measures of image
Jacobian. The condition number, K, is defined as

C(A) =;(A + UAU-’),
K=—_

cmax

>

(1)

I

crmin
where

where
U~,X is the maximum
singular value, and
D ~,n is the minimum singular value of the image Jacobian.
And K is used to represent pose controllability
and
control sensitivity. The controllability
c(J) of an image
feature Jacobian J is expressed as
c(J) =11J II IIJ-’ II

-I

A II+:\l UAU-’ II>

IIC(A)+

(2)

IIJ II is the norm of J, and IIJ-’ II is the norm of
J-’ The matrix norm and the condition number are
defined by spectral radius theorem in [16]. For thus let
~1 . . .aP be singular values of J. Then, we obtain that
(3)
llJll=max{a,,”””,aP},
oP},

[1o

Then, by triangular inequality [16][1 7],

where

llJ-’ ll=l/min{o,,.,

10

u=

and

(9)

llC(A)/1< IIAII,

since A and UAU” are similar and their eigenvalues
singular values are same. Therefore,

and

(4)
For the inverse matrix ofA[18],

K+ IJII. IIJ-’ Ii=%.
Omin

(5)

A-i —
-

‘~’ –Alj’A1#~;
A;;

[ o

measure of differential
changes of robot motion with respect to differential
changes of image features. When the norm is large, i.e.,
the minimumsingular value of J is small, slight changes
Here, it is noted that IIJ” II is a

and

‘

(lo)

1

[1

C(A-’)=

‘;’

0
.
A ~,’

By using (9),

in image features invoke an abrupt large motion of a robot.
On the contrary, the differential changes of image features
become sensitive to noise in case that the maximum
singular value, IIJ Il,is large. Thus, a stable control of the
robot can be obtained when the condition number
becomes near 1. Also, the control sensitivity of the robot
becomes insensitive with respect to input noise, as the
condition number is near 1. On the other hand, the

1
o rmn,(’(A)

<L.
—
(7 nm,A

This implies that
> Om,n
A.
U~,n,<.(A)
In consequence, the sensitivity of C(A) increases comparing with that of A. For lower block triangularmatrices,
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the Theorem can be easily proved in a similar way to the
case of upper block triangular matrices.

x

U
.
v—
[1

(Q.E.D.)

3. Image Jacobian based on Vanishing Points
In this section, a block triangular image Jacobian is
proposed using vanishing points of a planar rectangle
shown in Fig. 1 since only rotational component can be
extracted from the vanishing points independently of the
position of the rectangle. Let
u, v : x- and y-coordinate

of COG of the object,

u

x

i

Y

1[
J,l

J,,

=J z =
xv
ti
[ o

of horizontal vanish-

ing point.
Also, consider a coordinate frame as shown in Fig. 2.
{x, y, z} represents a reference coordinate,
{x’, y’, z’} is
a translated coordinate frame of {x, y, z} in the direction
of x-axis, {x”, y“, z“} is a rotated coordinate frame of
{x’, y’, z’} with pitch angle of p, yaw angle of a and
roll angle of y. {xi, yi, Zi } is an image coordinate while
f is focal length of a lens. Then, the coordinates
of
vanishing points and the area of the planar rectangle are
described as follows:
Cos y

f_
z

‘h

b

Yh _

Y

J,, = o

J

0

0

J,,

-ftanflcosy

– Cos y

a
b

.Y

-“f’
—cosacos~
z
z’

(11)

f2+u2

u’

——

f

_f2+v2

(12)

f
Cf 2

+ftanflsiny

1

(16)

z

tan ci cos ~

Yh=f

Y
i

z
v
.—

f

sin y

–f

x

u

o

tan ~
Xh =

.(15)

u

a

x,, : x- coordinate of vertical vanishing point,

X“ . f—

i

Specifically, we can obtain that

a : area of the object,
X~,Y~ : x- and y-coordinate

1

Y

(13)

[

tan a cos /3

–Ysinacosfl
z

?
Cf 2

–Tcosasinfl
~

O
1

and

azcf2cosacos~lz2
Therefore,

the block

triangular image Jacobian

(14)

[

obtained by differentiating (11), (12), (13) and (14) and
by combining translational components of image Jacobian

J22 =

horizon

&2L-

sin2 a cos~

““’”4LIYJ
Piclure
Frame

sin y
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Cos y
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Fig 1. Vanishing Points
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Visual servoing control law using disturbance observer

4.

7;’ : block diagonal type inverse feature Jacobian,
J,,

Disturbance observer is used for the compensation of
errors due to canceling the off-diagonal part of the block
triangular image Jacobian matrix, and for the rejection of
external disturbances. General visual servoing method
using complete inverse image feature Jacobian matrix is
shown in Fig. 3, where
~,<f : velocity reference of image feature,

:

:

Jacobian and inverse Jacobian of robot,

Pfl : mrninal robot model with joint speed controller
using disturbance

observer,

.7, : robot Jacobian by real robot,
7,

: image feature Jacobian by real CCD camera,

noise
:externalimage
feature

i. ~

C,b : image feature PID controller,
J;]

J~)

disturbance and noise>

~~ : measured image feature velocity,
Q, : low pass filter.

inverse image feature Jacobian,

P : real robot,
Jr

:

Jf:

The block diagonal type inverse feature jacobian
as

robot Jacobian

is given

image feature Jacobian

jd : measured image feature velocity.
Robot

i$,J

Robot

The block A of Fig. 4 can be shown to become equivalent
to the nominal model ~, given by

e

And with the multiplication of terms, J,f and ~~’, the
visual servoing system is converted to the block diagonal
image feature Jacobian system. Fig. 5 shows the
equivalent system of the proposed visual servoing system
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The block diagram of general visual
servoing method
If the image Jacobian matrix is upper-triangular, then ( 10)
can be used. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of our
proposed
visual servoing method using disturbance
observer. The following notations are used.
4,,, : velocity reference of image feature,
Cfi

:

J,

:

image feature PID controller,
Fig. 5. The block diagram of equivalent visual servoing
system of the system in Fig. 4

upper-block triangular type image feature Jacobian,
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Fig. 4. The block diagram of proposed visual servoing method using disturbance
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5. Experimental Results

4500

.....

without DO —

4000

To show the validity and usefulness of the proposed
approach,
computer
simulations
for PUMA560
and
experiments are carried out using a Samsung FARAMAN
6-DOF industrial robot and a B/W CCD camera. The
object is given as a 16cm x 16cm white square on black
backgrounds. The sampling time for the control of the
visual servoing is chosen as 100msec and the following
2nd order low pass filter Q-filter, whose cut-off frequency
is 10 times of the sampling time, is used for disturbance
observer in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 8. Condition number
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For velocity control of the robot, we applied dynamic
control with disturbance
observer that compensates
system non-linearity and simplifies computations.
Fig. 6, 7, 8 show the computer simulation results of
maximum and singular value, condition number, respectively, when the robot is servoing with viewing posture of
target object from (100, 100,300 mm, 30, 30, 5 degree) to
(50, 50, 100 mm, 45, 45, 5 degree). In these figures,
maximum(minimum)
singular value of the image Jacobian matrix decreases(increases)
and thus its condition
number becomes smaller than that of the case without
disturbance observer. Fig. 9 shows characteristics of noise
immunity of the block-diagonal
image feature Jacobian
matrix.
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Fig. 9. The ratio of image feature noise and error
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Fig. 10 shows our experimental system. The nominal
model of FARAMAN is obtained by experiments. And
sampling time of robot velocity control loop is 1msec and
that of visual servoing loop is 100msec.
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show experimental results for
visual servoing of FARAMAN with the disturbance
observer
and without DO, when the robot is moving
by visual servoing from a feature reference (-0.62, -0.22,
1.91, -41.76, -5.57, 22.99) to a target feature reference (0.16, -0.018, 6.37, -34.21, 2.60, 33.17). These results
show that very similar visual servoing results are obtained
for both cases because the disturbance observer compensates the effect by off-diagonal term.

Fig. 6. Maximum singular values
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Fig. 7. Minimum singular values
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6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel visual servoing method
using an upper block diagonal image Jacobian and
disturbance observer. The disturbance observer is used for
the compensation
of errors due to canceling the offdiagonal part of the image Jacobian, and for the rejection
of external disturbances. It is shown mathematically that
performance indices such as measurement sensitivity of
image features, control sensitivity and controllability are
improved and simulation and experimental results show
that the proposed approach is working successfully.
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